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Outline

1.What is my story about? computational chemistry and software

2.What is my corpus? Computational Chemistry mailing List

3.Methodology: The flame wars

4.Methodology: The threaded conversation

5.Small data mining



  

Computational chemistry : use of computers to solve chemical 

problems

1. Computational chemistry and software



  

Computational chemistry & Hardware

- Supercomputers : 70s

- Personal Computers : 90s

Computational chemistry & Software

-Developer & User

1. Computational chemistry and software



  

Mutual shaping

- Scientific modeling activity

- Technological, Economical and Political aspects of 

Software

1. Computational chemistry and software



  

CCL: Computational Chemistry List
2. The Computational Chemistry mailing List as a corpus



  

2. The Computational Chemistry mailing List as a corpus



  

2. The Computational Chemistry mailing List as a corpus



  

2. The Computational Chemistry mailing List as a corpus



  

2. The Computational Chemistry mailing List as a corpus



  

-Religious wars: 

Flaming, Trolling

Sociologie des épreuves

Hacker and Troller as Trickster 

(Gabriella Coleman)

3. The flame wars



  

4. The threaded conversations



  

5. Small data mining

-a diachronic analysis of the debates : Time series

-a social network analysis : Bipartite graphs

-a literary analysis : Text mining



  

5. Small data mining: Time series

Averaged thread length vs. time : each peak represents an 
average of thread length for each message in a given period of 
time.
 (if a message does not belong to a thread  it has a thread length of 1)



  

5. Small data mining: Time series

Format of ACS journals

Gaussian makefile policy

Programming languages

Symmetry change

Experiment of H-bond strength in solution

phase/orbitals

Year 2001 zoom : Six interesting threads extracted



  

5. Small data mining: Social Network Analysis

A yearly bipartite network :

Green dots are email addresses
 (size= # of messages)

Red dots are threads/topics
(size= # of contributors)

Edges link red and green dots 
when a contributor post in a topic
(weighted by # of messages)

The majority of threads are made of 
one or two posts, a myriad of isolated 
components

The interesting part is how the big 
threads relate to one another : 
qualitatively, and by whom.

 



  

5. Small data mining: Social Network Analysis

Filtered 2001 network :

Green dots are email addresses
 (size= # of messages)

Red dots are threads/topics
(size= # of contributors)

Edges link red and green dots
when a contributor post in a topic
(weighted by # of messages)

« symmetry change » is isolated :
It does not attract the same contributors

Argument : large edges with few people
Debate : numerous people, small edges



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining

Voyant tools as a corpus text miner. 
The corpus from 1991 to 2002 is scissored into twelve yearly extracts, 
thus allowing for diachronic mining.



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining

Notable peaks in frequency

Distinctive words compared to the rest of the corpus



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining

Evolution of three keywords (graphics, linux, supercomputer) over time

« graphics » and « supercomputer » : typical words of a supercomputing era

« linux » : typical of a desktop era



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining
Periodizing the corpus according to the nature of the debates.

« graphics » : blue
« supercomputer » : green
« linux » : pink



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining
Another kind of partitionning : according to the threads



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining

Locating the most passionate threads



  

5. Small data mining: Text mining

Four of the six threads highlighted in 2001 :

Allows to define proximity of topics according to keywords

Other possibility :

Identifying actors beyond their email addresses : Corpus 
partitionning according to emails for further text analysis
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